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Homecoming Court Field Narrows to 21

Twenty-one Homecoming semi-finalists, 16
of them resident students, were selected by
541 students who voted Tuesday. A tic ran
the total up to six from the freshman class,
said GreggLowe, elections chairman.

THE FIVE SENIORS are Sheila Delaney,
Spokane; Ann Gribbon, Seattle; Bette Kay
Marshall, San Bruno, Calif.; Gail Parson,
Longview, Wash.; Pat Pavelka, Van Nuys,
Calif. All are education majors except Gail,
who is a nursing student.
The juniors are Julie Codd, Art, Spokane;
Margot Cooper, medical secretary, Kailua,

Hawaii; Rosemary Jellison, psychology, Everett; Janet Ryan, nursing, Seattle; Irene Tobener, education,Larkspur, Calif.

Mason, nursing, Kennewick; and Trish
O'Leary, first humanities, Seattle, are the six
freshman semi-finalists.

THE SOPHOMORES selected are Janet
Borrevik, first humanities, Seattle; Jackie
Carlson, office management, Seattle; Judy

FINAL ELECTIONS will be Nov. 23. The
court will be announced in the Nov. 25 issue
of the Spectator, with the exception of the
Queen, who will be selected by an alumni
board in January. She will be announced in
the Homecoming issue January 29.
Pictures of the 21 semi-finalists will be
taken next week and displayed before the
final elections, said publicity chairman Larry
Faulk.

Paulson, psychology, Seattle; Ginger Ruby,
education, Inglewood,Calif.; Mary Lee Walsh,
first humanities, Seattle.
Colleen Cashen,English, Los Angeles; Peggy Dibb, medical technology, Seattle; Jan
Gwinn, first humanities, Sacramento; Carolyn
Noel, first humanities, Yakima; Margaret

Visitors to Praise S.U.
In Accreditation Report

A most favorable report on S.U. will be submitted
to the Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher
Schools according to the chairman of the visitation committee. The Very Rev. A.A.Lemieux, S.J., S.U. president,

Board Releases
'59-'60 Budget
Over $57,000 was granted
for 1959-60 student activities
by the Financial Board Wednesday night.

THE SPECTATOR and the
Gavel Club receivedan increase
of $250 each over last year's
allotment. The MUN received
$100 less than last year; the
cultural committee, $50 less;
the philosophy club, $25 less.
THE AWS, not on the budget last year, was given $100.
Figures were released yesterday afternoon by Very Rev.

Fr. President.

BUDGET ALLOTMENTS
are: Physical Education, $35,-

000; Aegis, $9,500; Spectator,
$5,250; Gavel Club, $1,000;

Sodality, $400; Student Chaplain, $100; Philosophy Club,
$75 ;MUN, $600 ;Cultural Committee, $600; Music or opera,
$2,000; Intramurals, $500;
ROTC drill Team, $500; Student Body General Fund, $1,500; AWS, $100.

FR. LEMIUEX said figures
were based on 1,850 students

paying a $10.50 fee per quarter. The present allotment will
allow for an emergency debit
fund of $1,000.
HE POINTED OUT that
some students like the graduates or those in the Sister For-

mation do not pay the activity
fee.

said that the chairman indicated that the committee'srecommendation would be for
Seattle University to receive
unrestricted accreditation.
The committee examined all
phases of the University operation from Oct. 27 to 29. Fr.
Lemieux said that a detailed
written report will be submitted to the University in a few
weeks, and then presented for
final approval and action at
he annualmeeting of the association from Nov. 30 through
Dec. 2 in Spokane.
According to Fr. Lemieux,
he chairman of the visiting
committee (Dr. Eugene B.
Chaffee of Boise J.C.) observd: "A visitor can easily note
hat Seattle University is a
apidly developing school, enhusiastically supported by
>oth faculty and students."
Fr. Lemieux said that the
committee strongly commended
many departmentsand particuar programs. They also pointed out that the most imporant and most urgent need of
he University is a new library
building.
The Northwest Association is
n the process of re-evaluating
very member school. The acreditation examination is reardedas a stimulus to growth
ather than a mere inspection.
One of the visiting commitee wrote toFr. Lemieux:"You
ippear to have no major probems other than financial, and
with work, faith and prayer,
am confident that this one
will be successfully met in the
nsuing years."

Whooz Confuzd?

Sophomores Sponsor Dance Tonight

The sophomore class will sponsor an evening of
"Confusion" in the guise of a mixer tonight from 9 p.m.
to midnight in the Chieftain lounge.
MUSIC FOR the event will
be provided by the Satin
Sounds. Admission is 75 cents
stag,$1.25 per couple.
The winning candidate for
"Confused Man on Campus"
will alsobe announced this evening. Questioned about the
candidates and their qualifications, Tom Kearns, sophomore
class president releasedthefollowing information:

CANDIDATES ARE Ed

refreshments.
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Music, Dance Acts to Highlight

Annual All-Student Variety Show

Sixteen to 20 individualpresentations are scheduled for the
annual Variety Show to be
staged a t 8 p.m., Nov. 12
through 14 in Pigott Auditori-

um.

PIANO SELECTIONS, pantomine, vocal selections and Mr.

Carl Pitzer's chorale group will
be included in the program

.

Solo numbers willrangefrom
"Oklahoma" selections to recent hit tunes. Instrumental offerings will feature Andy Mirkovich and Jean Nokes on their
accordians.

WHAT WOULD a variety
show be without its dancers"?
Dances ranging from Hawaiian
and tap to aninterpretive number by De De Hopkins and the
ever favorite Can -Can will
highlight the evening.
Those working behind the
scenes are Marty James, props;
Ann Urbano, makeup; Jigger
Laßuda, ticket sales, Tom Hill,
stage crew; and Donald Mannion, publicity director.

CHORUS LINE for the "Slumber Party" number in the
Variety Show hit a quiet spot in their act. The girls in
front are: Julianna Schmitt, Carol Ann Bell, Mary Kukowski, Sandy Toczek, Jeanie Pasin and Karen Wiper.
In back: Darlene Stromme, Rita Freiburger, Margaret
Lahde, Sheryl Ver Steeg, Jeanne Fanning, Mary PauMRS. MARY EGAN is theat- mier, Terry Schmeckel
and Elsa Payne.
rical director, assisted by John
Vhay, Variety Show chairman.
Students will be admitted by
activity cards Thursday evening. General admission is $1
and all seats are reserved.

RESERVATIONS WILL BE
available in the Chieftain from
11a.m. to 1p.m. Monday,Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday of
next week. Tickets will also be
soldat the door prior to curtain
time.

Spurs Sponsor 'Picnic'
The movie, "Picnic," starring William Holden and KinNovak, will be presented at £
p.m. Sunday in Pigott Audi-

torium.
Admission for this technicolor film, sponsored by the
Spurs, will be 35 cents with a
student body card.

MISTAKE IN DATE:
SADIE HAWKINS' TOLO
NOVEMBER 20!
We were wrong. In last
week's issue, a front-page
headline carried the date of
Nov. 13 for Sadie Hawkins'
day at S.U. The event, sponsored by Silver Scroll, under
co-chairmenKayLayton and
Charlotte Belmont, will be
Nov.20.- We standcorrected!

Frosh Senate Election Next Week
Voting for freshman members of the Student Senate will be Tuesday, Gregg Lowe,
election boardchairman said this week. Thirty
members of the class of '63 are vying for the
five open positions.

Chow, Jim Nagle, Ed Nystrom

and Ken Paradis. He stated
their "qualifications are evident.
Additional people trying to
confuse the event are the
chairman, Jerry Dinndorf;
Dave Irwin, publicity; Jean
Arsenault and Mary Van Dyke,
decorations; Mike Fischer,
tickets, and Bettylu Kirstein,

SEATTLE UNIVERSITY.

THE ELECTION RALLY will be 1p.m.
Monday in Pigott Auditorium, according to
Larry Donohue, ASSU vice president andchairman of the Student Senate. Donohue made the
announcement following a meeting with candidates Wednesday. The candidates agreed to
waive the waitingperiod between the rally and
election, Donohue said.
Although the Wednesday meeting was obligatory for all candidates,not all were present,
Donohue said. Those not in attendance must
present an excuse in writing by 12:15 p.m.
Monday to Donohue or Lowe in the ASSU office, or else be dropped from the ballot, Lowe
said.

VOTING WILL BE in the Chieftain from
7:00 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 4 to 6 p.m. Marycrest
voting will be from 4:45 to 6:30 p.m.

The five new senators wil take office at the
first Senate meeting following election and
will assume voting privileges at the beginning
of winter quarter.
RUNNING FOR THE LEGISLATIVE offices are: Sharon Missiaen, Dave Foley, Mary
Paumier, Buzz McQuaid, Jeff Pedersen, Shelly
Fountain, Abe VanDiest, Joe McKinnon,
Charles S. Nelson, Bob Burnham, Frank Ring,
Leo Penne, Nick Rossetto, Jeanne Henry, Ann
MacQuarrie, Dave Ilaffie.

Mary Alice Gilmour, Peggy Dibb, Gary
Brumbaugh, Carol Caviezel, Diane Pezzella,
Ruthie Putman, Tim Brown, Clare Pounden,
Patti Murphy, Marilyn Walters, John Sullivan,
Jim Bertin, Bob Richards.
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Coffee House Atmosphere:

'Espresso' Coffee To Highlight 'Relaxed Panacea'

The Chieftain cafeteria will
be transformed into an atmospheric coffee shop Tuesday
evening when the Associated
Women Students and the Junior Class co-sponsor "Relaxed
Panacea." The event will continue from 8 p.m. until midnight. Admission price is 75

November 6, 1959

'Spec' Circulation, Size Growing
Today's 12-page Spectator is the biggest since
May 21, 1953, when another 12 pager came out. The
staff appreciates the interest in the larger editions
this year— usually eight pages instead of last year's
six. Despite a slight drop in day class enrollment,
requests for the paper forced an increase in the print
run from 2,500 to 2,800.
A few copies of the first five issues remain.
Anyone wishing some of these copies may help
themselves at The Spectator office today or at Marycrest tomorrow.

cents.

CO-CHAIRMEN Bey AnderDe De Hopkins, Bob
Xotske and Oneal McGowan
have surveyed select coffee
houses and incorporated their
ideas into a central theme for
snn,

the event.

Several varieties of "espresso" coffee will be available in
the "Cavern" downstairs ooffee shop) with prices ranging
irom 10 to 25 cents. Cookies,
soft drinks and popcorn will be
sold in addition to the strictly
THIS "RELAXING" IDEA affects even committee
"caffein" menu.
members Rosemary Belmont, (left); De De Hopkins (cenA COMMUNITY SONGFEST ter), and Gloria Zimmerman (right), as they take time
ill be organized in one corner out from preparations for the "Relaxed Panacea" social
of the shop by Barry Wilcox, Tuesday evening.
ireshman, and Joan Pearce,
sophomore.
"Cavern" will be the north the Vagabonds will provide
The only entrance to the stairway of the lounge, wnere music for dancing.

\*^iLyr
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Extended Steel Strike No Longer
Usual Labor-Management Row
The nation is now facing the longest major
steel strike in its history.
DURING THE INITIAL stage, popular impressions were that this strike constituted just
another episode in the annals of Labor vs. Management. Gradually, over the last three and
ne-half months, this viewpoint has drastically
changed.
«".«■
The effects on industry, the unions, and
:he psychological outlook of the entire nation
have brought to question the power of the
unions and the effectiveness of the present
/.egotiating system. All this points to definite
j epercussions, whether they be in the form of
.- nti-monopolistie legislation, compulsory arbitration, or new agreements betweenmanagement and labor.
TODAY, unions have a recognized place in
our society. Yet, are they becoming too big
:or their own and the nations good? Has the
monopoly become so all-powerful that laws
concerning unions must now be changed or
greatly modified?
It is urged by many that the unions be
subjected to anti-trust laws similar to those
governing big business. However, might not
>uch laws greatly curtail the power of the
unions to insure its members of their just
'vages and working conditions?
ANOTHER REPERCUSSION by the government might come in the enactment of laws
rhat would compel arbitration after a certain
length of time. True, this would, to a certain
extent, deprive the working class of their right
lo collective bargaining and management of

Peterson Heads
Freshman Class
Dick Peterson was elected
president of the freshman class
in elections earlier this week.
Peterson is a graduate of Auburn, Wash., High School and
a political science major here.
Also chosen to head the class
of '63 were Phil Rogers, vice
president, and Colleen Cashen,
secretary-treasurer.

Rogers is a mechanical engineeringmajor from Sand Point.

3daho. Colleen is from Los Angeles and an education major.

Scooters Ltd.
motorscooter
department store)
Featuring

(Seattle's

-

their right of debate. Yet, if the two cannot
solve their own dilemna, the government
might, for the good of the nation, have to intervene in this way.
THE MOST DESIRABLE repercussions extending from the strike would be completely
new agreements reached between labor and
management, constructed in such a way as to
diminish the length and frequency of strikes.
A proposal to this effect was made by E. F.
Kaiser. He made a provision for a three-party
committee to represent the public, labor, and
management.

Mr Kaispr says, "The two-year contract is
so written that when this long range committee is successful in finding specific methods
to accomplish its basic purpose, the contract
can be changed at the end of the first year to
put into effect any such plans the committee
may devise by mutual agreement." Such a proposal should be taken into serious consideration by labor, management, and the nation.
THERE IS NO DOUBT in the mind of the
public that today union and management
forces have reached a deadlock. Definitely, a
change is in order, but that change must come
either from the nation or the two parties involved.
Can the two parties, on their own, reach
an intelligent solution to this present crises
or are we, the American people, going to stand
by idly while we are undermined by their utter
lack of ability to reach a decision?

$239.00

- $55 Dn.
4.5 h.p.

8501 Roosevelt
LA 5-5277 till 8 p.m.
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LAMBRETTA
TRIUMPH
N.S.U. etc.
$32
Insurance:
per year, all ages
221 m.p.g. 45 m.p.h.

MONDAY: Prof. Pomfritt sprang quiz in English lit this
morning. If Shakespeare didn't write Canterbury Tales I'm a
dead duck
Lunch at the house— turkey hash. Question:
how can we have turkey hash when we never had turkey?
Smoked a Marlboro after lunch. Idig those better inakin's
the most!
Played bridge with sorors in afternoon. When
game was over, my partner stabbed me several times with
hatpin. Must learn weak club bid
Dinner at house-lamb
hash. Question: how can wehavelamb hash when we never had
lamb? . Smoked a Marlboro after dinner. What filter! What
flavor! What pack or box! Chaptermeetingat night. Motion
made to abolish capital punishment for pledges. Motion defeated Smoked moreMarlboros.Quellejoief And so to bed.
TUESDAY: Faculty tea at the house. Spilled ]x>t of oolong
on Dean of Women. She very surly. Offered her a Marlboro.
Still surly. Offered skin graft. No help
Dinner at Kozy
KampusKafe— 24 hamburgers. But no dessert. Have to watch
waistline
And so to bed.
WEDNESDAY: Got our marks inEnglish lit quiz. Lucky
for me Shakespeare wrote Canitrbvty Tales.'
Afternoon date
with Ralph Feldspar. Purely platonic. Rulph wanted to consult me about love trouble he's having with his girl Nymphet
Calloway.. Iassured him things would get better.. Ralph said
he certainly hopes so because last' four times he called on
Nymphet, she dumped vacuumcleaner bag on him
Smoked
several Marlboro*. Wonderful cigarette. No confusion about
which end to light. Saves loads of time
Dinner at housebread. That's all; just bread
And so to bed.
THURSDAY:Three packages fromhome— laundry,cookies,
records. So hungry Iate allthree Quiz in American history.
IfMillard Fillmore didn't invent cotton gin, I'm in big trouble
Dinner at house. Big excitement— Nymphet Cullowayunnounced her engagement to Ralph Feldspar. While sorors
Booked around to congratulate Nymphet, Iate everybody's
side meat
Then smoked Marlboro. Oh, what a piece of work
is Marlboro!
And so to bed.

This report compiled from: San Francisco Examiner. Christian Science Monitor, and U.S. News and
World Report.
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FRIDAY: Cot our marks in American history quiz. Was
shattered to learn that Millard Fillmore did not invent cotton
gin. Me wrote Canterbury Tales
How very odd!
Lunch
—
at the house breadhash Marlboroafter lunch. Gnat smoke.

.. .
...
...
Must send valentine tomanufacturers.. . Spent entire afternoon getting dressed for date tonight with

Xorman Twonkey.
Normanis dall,dark, loaded— a perfect doll!Only thing wrong
is he never tells a girl where he's going to take her. So I
put
on a bathing suit, on top of that an evening gown, and on top
of th:it a snowsuit. Thus I
was ready for a splash party,a dance
or a toboggan slide
So what do you think happened? He
enteredme in :t steeplechase, that's what!
Would have taken
first prize easily if Ihadn't pulled up lame in the last furlong
to IUSU Mmshuhnan
And SO to bed.

...

...

...

Yes. the college life is a busy one and you may be having
trouble chooninu the cigarette that's right for you. Here's
a handy guide: For filter plus flavor— Marlboro. For flavor
irit hout filter— Ph HipMorris. For filter plus flavor pluscoolness Alpine
All made by the sponsors of this column.

—

...
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Father President: The Office and the Man
By LORI MILLS

"Office of the President" read the
gilt letters on the door of the second
executive suite in the LA Building. The
quiet, good taste of the outer office is
exemplified in the stiff visitors' chairs
which are awe-inspiring, yet in perfect
harmony.
THE INNER OFFICE holds a large
mahogany desk which is dominated by
the man seated behind it. His voice is
deep and direct.
The friendly greeting the Very Rev.
A. A. Lemieux, S.J., extends all visitors
serves to dispel any feeling of awe.
Father bears the responsibility of
overseeing the education of approximately 3,350 young men and women on S.U.s
campus. He encourages and enjoys personal contact with his students.
A CASUAL CHAT, the Very Rev. A. A. Lemieux

BEING A FREQUENTER of the

finds, is the best way to get acquainted with students. "Chief" and therefore "in the know,"
Speaking with Father are Pat McDonald, Anaheim, Father offered some opinions on the
younger generation. Queried about the
Calif.,and Bob Lux, Walla Walla.

"Beats" he smiled broadly and com-

Advanced RO Cadets Designated
Distinguished Military Students
Seven S.U. ROTC cadets have been presented with

mented, "Well, radicalism is present in
every society." "However," he continued,

"I don't believe that there is any Beatnik
element on our campus."
Father expressed the idea that the
generations repeat themselves. The same
the Distinguished Military Student Award for their scho- hopes and aspirations are present. It is
lastic achievements in military subjects, according to a continual chain of human progress.
Gregg Lowe, newly-appointedpublic information officer.
THE GENERATIONS are definitely
Those honored were :John G.
comparable in Father's thought, for this
Avery, Ronald C. Fosse, Michael R. Ladner, Donald H. Man- awards, these students must generation has the freshness and optimnion, David G. Moore, Albert have been in the upper one-half ism that goes with youth. To Father's
of their class and in the upper age belongs
A. Rinaldi, Jr., and Gerald A. one-third
the racoon coat, to this age
of their advanced
Schroedl.
belongs
Ivy
League suit.
the
ROTC class. They must also
These cadets, upon graduation, will be designated as Dis-

tinguished Military Graduates

and will receive commissions
in the regular U.S. Army as

second lieutenants.

In order to receive the

have a high moral standing and
a definite aptitude for the military service, Lowe said.

The DMS rating is the equivalent of that received by graduates of West Point.

A REAL ENTHUSIASM is felt when
Father speaks of his students and their
lives. His conversation always turns from
himself and centers around the individuals to whom he is dedicated.
"The real pleasure of my job is in
watching my students grow and mature."
"The real feeling of accomplishment and
satisfaction comes with the imparting
of knowledge to the student and the
realization that we are the instruments
of God's plan."
IN RUNNING an institution of S.U.s

size, Father reiterated the necessity of
student co-operation. This "spirit of mutual respect, co-operation and confidence" is exemplified in last years' student vote for the BuildingFund.

The entire tone of the conversation
changed with the sound of his laughter.
Did you ever hear Fr. President laugh?
The laughter comes from within
deep
and sincere. The room resounds with the
humanness of its tone.

—

THE LAUGHTER followed the ques-

tion, "Were you scared when appointed
president of S.U.?" Settling himself in
his chair, Father smiled and said, "Yes

... a little." "But Ifelt the Superiors
had confidence in me, or Iwouldn't have
the responsibility. Iwas equally confident in the faculty because of the cooperation and assistance given by the
Jesuit community. The greatest confidence builder was that Iknew S.U.s
reputation as being a friendly and outgoing campus."

"IT'S GREAT heading an institution
such as this. The students are the school
and the students this year have shown
an exceptional willingness to work, sacrifice and a readiness to accept the help
of the faculty."
It is Father's deep personal conviction that the center of student life is
Christ. When an element of sincere belief
is present, the other convictions necessarily follow. Gains, no matter on what
level, should be for the person.
FATHER REVEALED that the following statement had been made to him:
"Father, if Ididn't have my philosophy
to fall back on, I
would never have made
it." The meaning extracted is, "I couldn't
even live with myself if Ididn't know
what Iwas living for and where Iwas
going."

Father paused, contemplating the full
import of this statement. "The center of
our lives is Christ," he said. "We acquire
the strength of our convictions by the
awareness of our purpose in life
that purpose being ultimate union with
Christ."

...

B. C. Publishers
Hear Fr. Greene

RAINIER W LANES
Tale of Two Cities!
Among Western Hemisphere cities
with the largest per capita enjoyment of
Coca-Cola are, interestingly enough, sunny
NewOrleansand chilly Montreal.When we say,

j^flHjl^^.
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"Thirst KnowsNo Season," we've said
a cheerful mouthful.
So don't take any lame excuses about its
not being hot enough for Coca-Cola. Forget
the temperature and drink upl
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SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

The Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

The "College Crowd" goes
for our clean,
pleasant atmosphere; feels
so "at home" here!
Half block south of Side's Stadium
%g3ggm&mmj^"--m■■■■■

■
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2901 27th S.

Fr. Francis J. Greene,
S.J., told British Columbia
newsmen last Friday that
they should reassess their

principles.

HE SPOKE at the banquet
of the forty-first convention of
the British Columbia Newspaper Assn. in Vancouver. About
150 editors and wives attended.
Fr. Greene suggested that
the weeklyeditors consider the
world-wide knowledge needed
by evenrural readers, that they
try to focus important developments according to the need
and language of their readers,
and that they do what they can
to insure the continuance of the
weekly as a social need.
CECIL HACKER, new president of the association, was
host to Fr. Greene, his mother
and the Spectator editor.

THE CROOKED
LINES OF GOD
An Anthology of Catholic
Poems, by Br. Antoninus

Pre-Publication

PA 2-0900

Price $3.00
For Details Contact
AL KREBS
EAst 5-5737 After 6 p.m.
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EDITORIAL:
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Senators Reply to 'Unwarranted Criticism'
Students Question Chieftain 'Hospitality'

Unenviable Record

A grim achievement was recorded last week for
Seattle. "Seattle has," Dr. R. T. Ravenholt, Seattle-King
County Health Department Epidemiologist announced,
Editor:
"the greatest portion of polio cases among adults of any Dear
The following is in answer to a
place in the country." Since the beginning of the year, 92 letter published in the Spectator
cases have given Seattle its unenviable title. The 15 on Oct. 23, questioning action of
the Senate regarding a contested
deaths all represent unvaccinated cases.
date.
CONTRAST,
Denmark,
IN
"the world's most vacIt is regrettable that a new
cinated nation against polio," has had only 15 cases of club, organized to promote school
spirit,
should be the subject of
the disease in the same amount of time, although Denwhat appears to be unwarranted
mark's population is roughly eight times that of Seattle- criticism.
King County.
Because the Senate realized
for the Pep Club as an
Over one-half of the poliomyelitis victims in Seattle the need
S.U. activity and believed it
adults,
predominantly
age
group;
were
in the 20'sand 30's
would receive enthusiastic supsix were between 40-47 years of age. Because of this, the port from other groups, the Pep
Club was granted a short period
Public Health Department has made free Salk vaccine in
which to revise one section of
available to persons up to 50 years of age.
its constitution to meet Senate
approval and the granting of its
SALK SHOTS, given in the Public Safety Building charter (That the Senate has
a
on Third and James, are free, given in seconds and prac- the authority to grant suchIII,
charter is covered by Article
tically painless.
Section One, Paragraph 2 a, of
Maybe your shot will help reduce Seattle's grim the ASSU Constitution.)
It was further felt that, in fairrecord.
new organization and

Who's Upset

.

ness to this
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its purpose, "to encourage school
spirit." a slight delay in issuing
the calendar would be of little, if
any, inconvenience to other clubs
since most dates had already
been settled.
Further more, if dissatisfied
members of the A Phi Club had
been present at the Senate meeting and had protested at the
time the dales were assigned, a
compromise agreeable to all concerned might have been effected.
Wil h regard to a second letter,
published on the same date,
questioning the authority of fTie
Senate to grant charters, appoint
committee chairmen, etc., we
quote from the ASSU Constitution as follows:
Article II, Section One,
2. Shall be empowered to:
b. R e g u late, supervise
and/or charter all student organizations, associations and groups,
g. Establish whatever
temporary committees
it may deem neces,- ■
sary."
We trust the above explana-

tions will clear up the points in
question, and suggest future
matters of this nature be referred
directly to the Student Counsel
who .according to Article 111, Section Two ,of the ASSU Constitution, is empowered to consider
and investigate such issues.
Sincerely yours,
Robert R. Anderson
Elissa M. Eberhart
Jerry Dinndorf
George Van Hollebeke
Pat Monahan
Tom Kearns
Irene Tobener
Mike Ritch
Brenda McGroarty
Larry Donohue
Mike Doyle
Ron G. Gallucci
Mike Albrecht

"Chief" Trouble
Dear Editor,
During the last year, the following situation has evolved.
Students are told that, in the
Chieftain proper, they are not
allowed to sit, socialize, and study where they please.
We pay more than $200 a
quarter to attend this University.
This entitles us to the privileges
of members of the Seattle University student body.
But, in our own building, we
are told where to study or socialize. If you do not have a
cup of coffee in your hands, you
are told very bluntly to leave.
Let us remember that:
1. politeness is appreciated
2. rules and regulations can
be carried just so far
3. we pay to go to this
school, and have a right to
use its facilities.
We hope that immediate action
will be taken on this issue.
C. W. Fouty
T. B. Rueb"
O. J. McGowan
Willi Eng
C. B. Gil

Steel Strike
Dear Editor:
It was with a great deal of enthusiasm that Inoticed the headline heralding the article on the
steel strike in last week's issue
of the Spectator. Here is a serious
problem confronting our nation,
a problem that college students
should take an interest in.
READING THE article, however, Irealize that the most important "W" was missing. The
who, what, when and where were
there, but the why was not. Here,
of course, is the number one
fault of modern day journalism,
the virtual ignoring of the "why"
of the matter.
It certainly seems to me, however, that an article from a student in a Catholic university
should explore the "why" of a
situation, other than just attributing a strike to stubbornness.
WHEN I STARTED the article
I was anticipating reading an
opinion on a national problem
as voiced by a college newspaper.
My anticipation was fruitless.
Respectfully
A. V. Krebs, Jr.

More Sisters
Dear Editor,
Regarding the letters in last
week's Spectator:
In SISTER FORMATION there
are four,
Confused little Frosh sawone more.

—

—

But lest we omit
He missed quite a bit
You'll find that seven's the
score!
Kettle Falls Dominicans in
white
Are very plainly in sight.
And a Good Shepherd Sister
They seem to have missed
her.
"Now at last 'the story's
'
; »ght. ...
. ;
One who knows

—

.

—

~
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Calories Unlimited:

Sociology Professor Observes:

All
Manner of Goodies
Lag;
Reflect
Intellectual
Chats
Chieftain
Baked in Dorm Kitchen
Apathetic Atmosphere Must Be Changed
...
By JIM

By PAT MONAHAN
pounds
Fifteen
of cake flour

24 pounds of pie
dough
The hands of Miss Jannetta Noble and Mrs.
Eleanor Spidell transform this bulk of processed grain
into 32 pies, two 2"x26" layer cakes, two 12" cakes, and
30 dozen doughnuts each night in the Marycrest kitchen
during the "wee" hours so the Chieftain, and Xavier and
Marycrest snack bars will be supplied with tasty, homemade pastry.
were purchased from a
"WE USUALLY start about tries

lIAKNISH

. ..

By 12:15 p.m. daily, every
Chieftain table is jammed to
capacity. The occupants are
engaged in the greatest Amertalking. We
ican pastime
move in closer for a little
eavesdropping. "Man, wasn't
that a great party Saturday
nite." "Did you guys hear the
one about
." "Boy Ireally
tubed that test, chalk one up
for me!" "Yeah, may as well
cut this next class too."

. ..

..

THIS COMMON Chieftain
talk prompted the following
statement from Dr. Robert
Larson, assistant professor of
sociology: "The S.U. faculty
finds a general apathy as far
as intellectual aptitude is concerned." He goes on to say
that once a student lets these
four years slip by, he will never have such a splendid opportunity for intellectual activity
again.
The whole intellectual atmosphere of the campus is reflected in the conversation
around the Chieftain tables.
Students sit in the Chieftain
by the hours, accomplishing
nothing in the way of intellectual improvement.
REFLECTING, again, the
—
views of Dr. Larson he feels
general
do not
that students in
have an intellectual curiosity.
He states, "Scholarship cannot
be poured into the students;
the students must come up to
grasp it."
The students coming onto

9 p.m. and work until we're
through," said Miss Noble as
she deftly shaped a crust for
any one of the five varieties of
pie she was preparing fo-r the
next day.

BRENDA PESOLA. Kenn Alexander, Dr. Larson, Carl
Forsberg and Pat Pedersen decide that Chieftain "chatter" should not be limited to a social nature.
campus seem to have this idea,
"Well I'm in college, do something with me!"
The students must use the
faculty as instruments or
sounding boards for learning.
The faculty can present the
matter and help solve difficulties, but it's the students'
responsibility to absorb it and
make it his own. They should
make the first move.
"The atmosphere on our
campus must be changed," Dr.
Larson states, "and only by

student

efforts

can

it

TO KNOW contemporary
problems, to acquire a taste
for fine art and music, to challenge the theories of the intellectual
of the world
— all of leaders
these could be born
and nourished in daily conventions in the student cafeteria.

GIL'S HAMBURGERS

Joe Sheriff's
Richfield

1001 E. PINE
Gil's first in Seattle with 19c Hamburgers
24c Cheeseburgers
BEVERAGES PIZZA FISH & FRIES
And Now Featuring Colonel Sanders' Recipe

MOTOR TUNE UP
ELECTRICAL
LIGHT REPAIR
LUBRICATION BRAKES

-

-

11th & E. Madison

-

Kentucky Fried Chicken

Across from Chieftain

VIRGIN DIAMONDS

KAUFER
CO.

Precision-Cut for Maximum Brilliance

For ENGAGEMENT RINGS

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO SEATTLE U STUDENTS

FRANK KIEFNER
-

CATHOLIC GIFT

JEWELERS
Diamonds Watches " Silverware

HEADQUARTERS

Conveniently Located in Our Own New Building
Out of the High Rent District

1904 FOURTH AYE.

EAsr 4-4410

512 Broadway No.

Serving S.U. More than 10 Years

:^fp||

.fflfc?

''

be

changed." College students
should
have a desire to learn
- not just
classroom learning
but the intellectual curiosity
that makes him want to gain
other knowledge.

"It takes about 40-50 pounds
oi cherries and berries a week
to fill them," Jannetta informed me.
ILOOKED around and saw
the two sizes of beaters and
the crust roller, and listened to
the automatic doughnut-maker
warming up for another
night's duty. The aroma of
goodies drifted from the busy
oven.
Mrs. Spidell, a new addition
to the "all-night stand," had
just finished making the 30
pounds of frosting that was
now in the cooler waiting to
be placi-d on the light, warm
circles of lough.
"THIS IS only the second
year that S.U. students have
been treated with this workmanship, for, Jannetta sam,
that in the past all such pas-

Nurses Aid Mentally III;
Experience Is Rewarding'
By JEAN MERLINO

N 401, psychiatric nursing. Many students have
probably noticed this listed on the class schedule during
the year and wondered what it means. Psychiatric nursing is the study and care of mentally ill patients.
FROM THE BEGINNING of
her clinical training, a student
nurse eagerly anticipates her
stay at the American Lake
Veteran's Hospital. The eight
S.U. nurses in N401 this quarter are: Joan Petri, Sharon
Scott, Gail Parson, Marilyn
Smith, Charlotte Olson, Barbara Novak, Sharon O'Bryne
and Donna Pecchia.
The students take care of 63
patients in Ward D, ranging in
age from 26 to 40. They also
have two patients with whom
they try to spend as much
time as possible each day.
THE NURSES help develop
the patients' interests and encourage them to take part in
activities. Tennis, bowling,
golf, card games and arts and

injured—
HE GOES TO A PHYSICIAN

! When a man is sick

or

Be/ore
or a er fie dance " " "

|

JADE PAGODA

needs a haircut
When a man
—
shaye
|or a
;

Casual Atmosphere

-

75c 2.00
Exotic Cantonese Entrees
Delicious Chicken, Steaks, Sea Food 1.00 2.00

Deluxe Hamburgers
Open Til 3 A.M. Friday and Saturday

55c

|

(

Seattle bakery.
"Last year Iworked alone,
but for the last month Eleanor
has helped me drink the 24
cups of coffee that we brew
each night," Jannetta said as
she pulled a knife from her
"tool box" and punched a design in a cherry pie.
"ONCE A WEEK we also
bake 48 extra pies and 50 dozen doughnuts for Marycrest."
Eleanor revealed.
"Like bakery goods? Nnt
us," Eleanor volunteered. "We
hardly ever eat them. Ihave
only had one piece of pie since
Istarted working here."
AS THE INTERVIEW
neared the end and the clock
moved towardmidnight, Isaid
good-bye and promised a copy
of the paper. Weary, Iwent
up to my room munching a
doughnut and realizingIwould
probably be the only person
they would see until the boy
came at 6 a.m. to take the results of the "all night stand"
to the Chieftain to be co.isumed by hungry students.

HE SHOULD GO TO

crafts materials are provided

for them.

"We use ourselves as an

example of reality to them."

Charlotte Olson said. To do
this the nurses have served as
their patients' listening post,
gone to square dances and
played cards, checkers and
ping pong.

THEY HAVE BECOME used
to a patient's silent stare In
answer to a question or a patient walking away when they
enter the room. But an unexpected, friendly "hello" has
often compensated for this.
In reply to the question of
what they liked best at American Lake, Gail Parson liked
the challenge of this phase of
nursing. On the recreational
side, all agreed they have enjoyed the parties and gatherings at Fort Lewis.

|

THEIR STAY at the lake
quite different from
the usual hospital routine of
shots, surgery and patient
care. But, all in all, this will
be a very rewarding quarter if
they have helped just one patient on the road back to re-

has been

ality.

|Aegis Schedules

Faculty Pictures
(
HOFFMAN'S
JOE
| BARBER SHOP |
1
I
3 Expert Barbers

Faculty pictures for the
yearbook will be taken Mon-

day, Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday, according to Aegis
photographer Jon Arnt. The
pictures will be taken from
9:30 a.m. to 1p.m. in the third
floor lounge of the L.A. Buil iing.

606 BROADWAY NO.

1106 Broadway

Hair Cut $1.50

| Mr. Arnt

-

has requested that
students who have not i
turned their proofs do so as
soon as possible.

'
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Cazzetta Optimistic over Cogers;
Pleased With Group 'As a Whole

bounder and excellent scorer, them more speed.
By JERRY LAVELL
Heading into their fourth and Russ Tyler, a former S. U.
COMMENTING on the first
week of pre-season drill, S.U.s frosh ball player are the trio
varsity basketballers give in- of J. C. transfers that Cazzetta scrimmage, Cazzetta expressed
pleasure with their offensive
dications that, again this year, will count heavily on.
they will be among thenation's
progress. He stated, "I am
top teams.
TOM SHAULES,ElbertBur- pleased with the group as a
Vince Cazzetta, who is start- ton, Dan Stautz, Al Birtles, whole and, if we continue the
ing his sophomore year as Bill Brupbacher and Bruce pace we have set, we will be
mentor of the Chiefs, displays Dickenson are the players up ready for the first game."
an abundance of optimism for from last years' frosh team.
There will be a full scrima coach who must fill three Shaules, who led the tough mage tomorrow morning at
scoring
League
in
varsity berths vacated by grad- Northwest
11:30 a.m.
uates. But if one were to look last year, heads the list.
TOP FLIGHT TRANSFERS Dave Mills (left) and Russ
Head manager this year is
at the wealth of talent that has
Burton, the 6-11 "Orbit," has John
His assistant is Tyler are two big reasons for coach Vince Cazzetta's prefilled the ranks, Cazzettawould shown considerable improve- DennyDiehl.
Brown.
season optimism.
have a right to face the future ment, and, if he continues, will
with optimism.
be the Chief's big man. Stautz
IN A RUNDOWN of the has a lot of capabilities, drives
players, coach Cazzetta gave well and will be an asset.
this reporter a brief comment
concerning each. Don Ogorek
BIRTLES, ALONCJ with red
should be a standout perform- shirt Jake Stepan has shown
er, and this may prove to be
great desire. Stepan, who
his big year. Chieftain fol- stayed out of action last year,
lowers hope that "Ox" will give has been a pleasant surprise.
S.U. the third all-American in Jake is a hard worker and has
a row.
improved his shooting.
Lloyd Murphy, Tim Cousins
A lot of credit goes to Clair
and Don Piasecki are experi- Markey, who has been assistenced performers on whose ing Cazzetta. Markey has been
shoulders will rest a great deal working with Stepan and the
of responsibility for a success- others in the weight training
ful season. Bob Gillam, who is and shooting programs. The
a tremendous back court addi- weight training program helps
tion, Dave Mills, a rugged re- the players' legs and gives

DUAL FILTER
DOES IT!

It filters as gIP
no single filter can §M
for mild, full flavor! |
IB

South Side, Syndicate Snare
Respective League Crowns
Top Teams Clash for Intramural Title
By KIP DURRELL

The Syndicate and South Side won their repective
league titles in intramural football play yesterday. The
Syndicates routed Xavier 44-6. Jim Yurina hurled six
touchdown passes for the victors.
The South Side edged the
Igmoos by a count of 8-0. Jim to Chuck Creeven.
THE TREES became the
Merrill connected with Chuck
the highConnors with two seconds left first team to score on However,
ly-touted
South
Side.
the
second
half
for
a
50in
it was to no avail as the South
yard touchdown play.
pulled out a squeaker by
NEXT WEEK brings the Side
winning by one first down, 4-3.
climax to this year's intraPat Hall
mural football program. Mon- The score ended 6-6.
maplayed
and
Frank
Michaels
day the playoffs start with the
top two teams in each league jor roles in the South Side's
battling for the coveted cham- win. South will go into the
playoffs as one of the favorpionship.
Each team will play three ites.
PLAYOFF SCHEDULE
games. If after each team has
MONDAY : Syndicate vs.
played three games, a tie results, the final game will be Trees ; South Side vs. Mafia.
TUESDAY: Mafia vs. Synplayed Friday, at 12:30. These
three games will not be count- dicate; South Side vs. Trees.
THURSDAY: Trees vs.
ed in the final league standings. The Syndicate and Trees Mafia, Syndicate vs. South
will start the ball rolling at Side.
FINAL STANDING
12:30 Monday.
American League
IX THE BIG game last
W. L. Pet.
week, the Syndicate edged the
6 0 1.000
Syndicate
by
Mafia
a score of 6-0. John Mafia
4 2 .667
Waggett proved himself to be Xavier
2 4 .333
an excellent punter by booting Clods
0 6 .000
three punts over 50 yards.
NATIONAL
LEAGUE
The Igmoos tripped the
W. L. Pet.
ROTC 14-0. The Igmoo scores South Side
6 0 1.000
came on an intercepted pass by Trees
4 2 .667
Jim Hatzenbihler and a touch- Igmoos
2 4 .333
0 6 .000
down pass from Don Flahiff R.O.T.C.
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Best Pizza

in

Raintree
County,
tOo)

Four Choice Meats Topped with Pravalone
65c
Cheese and Pizza Sauce
or a

Sinker?
65c
An Unbeatable Meat Ball Treat
232 Broadway N.
Call EA 5-2111 for 5 Mm. Carryout

)
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I DUALFILTER

!|

POPULAR

| PRICE

HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:
1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...definitely proved to make the smoke of

...

a cigarette mild and smooth

2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the
real thing inmildness and fine tobacco taste!
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Dell Magazine Names 15 Man Squad

All-Americon Pick
Ogorek Crystal 801l
atti, Jerry West of West Virginia, Tony Jackson of St. John's,
and Jerry Lucas, sophomore wonder from Ohio State.

By JERRY HUBBARD
basketballer,
Don Ogorek, Seattle University's great senior
has been selected by the Dell sports magazine, Basketball, as a

THE SELECTIONS were made on the basis of recommendations from sports publicity directorsall over the country.
In this connection, basketball coach Vince Cazzetta gavo
great credit to the Chieftain's publicity director, Bill Sears.
Cazzetta said that "whether people know it or not, Sears is one
of the best publicity directors in the nation." He added, "Ican't
emphasize too much his (Sears') abilityin this department."

member of the 15 man Crystal Ball All-AmericaTeam.
Ogorek, named to the third team, was one of two players
from the west coast chosen on the crystal ball squad. The other
was California's Darral Imhoff.

THE BIG CHIEFTAIN forward will be given a distinctive
Basketball to honor his achievement. The trophy
consists of an eight inch hand-blown globe resembling a crystal
ball which encloses a golden basketball figure.
It will be presented to Ogorek on Dec. 9 here in Seattle at
a sports banquet of the Puget Sound sports writers and broadcasters.
trophy by

THE HEAD COACH felt that it took the one-two punch of
Ogorek's versatile cage ability and Sears' fine publicity efforts
to bring this honor to the school and to the athletehimself.
Basketball, which was to reach newsstands yesterday, has
an article and picture on Ogorek and the other pre-season stars.
The rundownon the S. U. star entitled"He's Called The Ox,"
points up his ox-likerebound strength and his all around ability.
In another section, the magazine said that among the far west
independents "Seattle stands out."

LARRY WIENER, Athletic Director at Manhattan, and Bob
Markel, one of the Dell magazine's editors, picked the perfection
plus teams.
The first five includes Imhoff, Oscar Robertson of Cincin-

Rico Parenti Captures
Week's Athletic Laurels

Soph to Star
In fee Show

Janet Borrevik, sophomore living at Marycrest,
GENE ESQUIVEL
has been chosen to take
Rico Parenti copped the athlete of the week honors part in the Bth Annual Icefor outstanding performances in intramural football last parade.
She will be feaweek. He was chosen by a special intramural committee
tured in the ice spectacle
consisting mainly of leagueofficials.
with a solo rhythm and
PARENTI, WHO plays for
first
year
Parenti
is
in
his
offensively
Trees,
the
shone
blues number.
and defensively in last week's of intramural football. He was
previously
varsity
a
basketball
14-0 win over the Igmoos. He
VARIETY COULP well be
By

was the first link of a combination pass play that went to
Bob Siewarga who then passed
to Mike Mullen for a 50-yard
touchdown.
In last Tuesday's grid encounter, Parenti intercepted
three passes and caught a 30-yard alley-oop-type pass for the
Trees' lone TD. He also hauled
in the conversion pass which
FRANK MICHAEL, last week's top intramural athlete, made the score 8-0 to defeat
Although the
watches Nick Abruzzi's looping pizza as closely as he the R.O.T.C.
Trees lost to the South Side
leading
week's
athgives
Abruzzi's
each
does a football.
4-3 on first downs, Parenti
lete two free dinners.
blocked a potential touchdown
pass.

-

1

player. It has been the general consensus of the officials
that he has been one of the
best sportsmen in the program
this year.
This week's honorable mentions are: Jim Yurina and
Sonny Norris of the Syndicate;
JimMerrilland Pat Hall, South
Side; Bob Siewarga,Trees;John
Waggett, Mafia; Tom Hill,
R.0.T.C. ; Jim Hatzenbihler,

used as the show's theme.Comedians,Douglas Duffy and Ham
& Riggs, will be performing, a
cowboy act is planned,and Ina
Bauer, runnerup in World Competition will be featured.
The Ice Parade is scheduled
at the Civic Ice Arena on Nov.
13, 14, and 15. All proceeds will
beused through thePost IntellIgmoos.
igencer Fund for the assistance
Parenti receives a free dinner for two at Abruzzi's pizza of needy public and parochial
house for his athlete-of-the- school children, through the
week selection.
PTA and the Catholic child
welfare funds.

Hoods Tied With Sad Sac's

The Hoods won three of four Grace Orchard 143, Marilyn
games in bowling action yes- Englund 142 and Genevievc
terday to move into a two-way Weston 138.
tie for the league lead, 16-4,
with the Sad Sac's.
Sandy Sturrock was again
The bowling spread in last
high individualist with a 182
average. Fr. Rebhahn was sec- week's edition failed to menond at 178 and Fr. Weller tion the man who made the
third at 176.
up-to-date league averagesposTop women bowlers were: sible, Mark Hanses.
League secretary Hanses
plays the part of an IBM machine every Thursday afternoon when the games are finished. Assisted by Ray Sandegren, he tallies the individual
and team averages, and posts
IN PREPARATION for the
them in theLiberalArts Build- upcoming show, Janet has been
ing.
rehearsing about five hours evLast week, without the cus- ery week. Since she has a part
tomary aid of his bowling tabu- time job and is going to school,
lator, Hanses calmly pulled out Jan has been a very busy perhis slide rule and figured tho son this fall. Her coach is Clarpin statistics for the next day's ence Hiflop, director of the Ice
Spectator.
Parade.
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football games, or just takin' it easy
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you'll look as great as you feel
in Arrow's University Fashion sport
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LUIGI'S PIZZA
SPECIALIST IN ITALIAN FOOD

orders to go
718 PIKE STREET

Each Saturday tee the NCAA foothill "Game of the
Week-NBC TV-sponsored b/ ARROW.
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DURING HER ten years of
skating, Janet also earned
—
high'est the
manyawards.The
—
Gold Medal was received last
year. She spent three years
working on it. Janet has also
been awarded the Northwest
Junior and Senior Ladies
Championship, the Shirley
LanderAwardfor artistic skating and Seattle Skating Club
Junior and Senior Awards.
Janet's 1959 summer was
spent at Sun Valley,Idaho. She
worked and skated at the resort and performed in the
weekly Saturday Night Ice
Show.
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'Spec' Staff to Imitate Famous Newspapers
The New York Times and
eight other world-famous newspapers will be imitated by The
Spectator this winter.
EDITOR Wally Zimmerman
—
said that "Project Imitation"
already approved by
— the nine
metropolitanpapers will start
with the Jan. 15 issue.
She said that each week—
with the
— exception of homecoming the student staff will
try to publish as if the staffs
of the metropolitans were putting out The Spectator.
"MOST OF US," Walli continued, "know only a few newspapers, usually our hometown
papers and the Seattle papers.
We don't havemuch of an idea
what other papers are like."
The editor pointed out that
students might learn something
about famous newspapers by
reading a collegiatepublication
which attempts to reproduce
the spirit of the big daily.
"THE STAFF," she added,
"and the others who help put
cut these imitation editions will
probably profit the most from

the experience."
Besides the New York Times,
be imitated
the other papers toTimes,
New
are: The London
News, Chicago
York Daily

Tribune, San Francisco Exami-

ner, New York Herald-Tribune,

St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Washington Post and Times Herald,
and Kansas City Star.
"YOUHAVE BOTH our permission and enthusiastic endorsement for the use of the
your purHerald
" Tribune for
pose wrote Robert M. White

Girls to Present

'Dessert' in Hotel
will

A dessert (coffee hour)
'be presented by Town Girls oil
Nov. 11 at 7:15 p.m. in the
DelMar and Manor Rooms of
the Ben Franklin Hotel. The
dessert will mark the first activity sponsored this year by
Town Girls group.
THE GUEST SPEAKER
will be Miss Cay Mundorff,
campus reporter for Mademoiselle magazine. She will
speak about the contest sponsored by Mademoiselle and explain Che three divisions of the
contest: art, literary and
campus board.
Miss Mundorff will conclude
of
her talk with a discussion
campus fashions. Immediately
after, she will speak on the
Fame topics to women resident students at 8:30 in the
Marycrest Active Lounge.
MISS AGNES REILLY.
dean of women, and former
presidents of Town Girls, Patricia Denehey, Mary Helen
Vanderhoef, Charlotte Belmont and Bobbi Kitts, will be
'honored at the dessert.
Eileen Noland, ticket chairman, said tickets can be obtained from district representatives of Town Girls or in the

to
This column is
r.oticas from administrative officials or department heads.
The next Scholastic Philosophy
be Friday. Dec,
examination will
Auditorium.
Pigott
in
p.m.
4. at 1
by
Applications must be maderegof the
Nov 13 at the officeexamination,
istrar To take the
completed all
cle must have
philosophy courses, or be taking
the last one this quarter.
P.ev. James E. Royce, S.J.

Examination
* * *Administrator

Next Wednesday, Nov. 11, is
Admissions Day. No classes will
r.-.eet (iay or evening.
P.ev. John E. Gurr, S.J.
Academic Vice President

Enrollment Totals 3,350;
A. & S. Up; C. & F. Down
3,350, acyear

Fall quarter enrollment this
totals
cording to statistics released by the registrar's office.
THE TOTAL includes 2,299 day students and 1,051
in the late afternoon and evening classes, a total gain of
14 over fall quarter last year. Day school figures show
a loss of 19 students. Late afternoon and evening classes

Fr. Conwell
In Hospital
Fr. James U. Conwell, S.J.,

is in a Spokane hospital. He

became ill while saying Mass
a week ago.
In a phone conversation with
his brother, Fr. Joseph Conwell, S.J., The Spectator learned that the ailing Jesuit was
supposed to return to Gonzaga
yesterday, but his poor condition required a longer hospitalization.
His lung was tapped and the
removal of liquid seemed to
relieve some of his pain, his
brother said.
The doctor was reported to
GENERAL MANAGER of Associated Press, Mr. Frank
have
said Fr. Conwell's presStarzel, stops to look over a piece of wire copy with
ent
was good enough
condition
'Spec'
They
discussed
'Spec' editor Walli Zimmerman.
apply
not
to
more dr a st ic
Convention
imitation plans at the AP Managing Editors'
and that they are not
measures
this summer.
doing anything moreat present.
Last week's Spectator car11, editor of the New York Her- special staff has been assigned
to work on each imitation edi- ried an interview story with
ald Tribune.
News editor of the Kansas tion. She explained that these the Alaskan Jesuit on his way
City Star, Paul V. Miner, students will take notes on 30
wrote: "We are delighted you issues of the paper to be imi- home "to die."
have chosen The Star as a tated and prepare a set of di- SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE
newspaper for your study, and rections for the whole staff to
as a guide for your 'carbon follow when The Spectator >
ANNOUNCING...
copy' experiment. It seems to turns to this particular paper.
workshop
me an excellent
SOME OF THE BIG dailies
idea."
are already coming to The
THE LONDONTIMES wrote Spectator office. Any student
that it sounded like a most in- interested in looking at these
toresting project and the paper papers may come to the newswas only too happy for The paper to do so.
"They are' particularly welSpectator to imitate it.
The Spectators editor ■ said come," the editor said, "if they
that subscriptions were entered think they might help in one or
for all the papers and that a other imitation issue."

The freshman class showed
the largest drop of the undergraduate classes, with this
year's 949 total, 130 fewer
than last year. There are 63
fewer juniors this year. The
sophomore and senior classes
showed gains of 11 and 51,
respectively.
COLLEGE of Arts and
es gained 23 this year;
ig, 2; and College of Sis-
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the Amazing PERMAC
First in Seattle
Dry Cleaning Machine

MASTER CLEANERS

Hiyu's Hike Saturday
Hiyu Coulee will sponsor a
to Lake Milakwa, Snoqualmie Pass, Saturday, according to Pat McNulty.
The group will leave from
the north end of the LA Building at 8:30 a.m. for the four
mile trek.
Hikers are asked to bring a
lunch, $1, and hiking or rubber
boots.
This hike is the first of the
newly initiated Saturday hikes
rather than the usual Sunday
hike.
SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE

hike
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INSTANT SERVICE
Hamburgers
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Mayfield
Parliament
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Spuds
Phillip Morris
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(Box or

Sundaes
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YOUR FRIENDS!
— 11 MEET
a.m.
2 a.m.

LOADS OF PARKING
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On Broadway Between Denny and Olive Way
On East 45th at 1st N.E. (University Way)
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campus saving the largest number of
empty packs (on per capita basis).
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Each empty package worth one
point in contest.
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51 j: ALPINE empty packages worth I;
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Contest Starts Nov. 10
Ends Dec. 18, 1959

Got a Study Break?
INSTANT SERVICE! READY-TO-GO!

Open Daily

47.

START SAVING NOW
Alpine
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Discounts to Seattle U Students and Faculty
KNITS and FORMALS a SPECIALTY
MAin 4-6636
1209 MADISON
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PACKAGE SAVING
CONTEST

Lay-Away Plan

13.

largest loss in schools
icommerce and finance
93 fewer than last fall,
tion lost 51, and engin-
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Late Breaking Homecoming News

.

Decor planned
in 101 new and
beautiful
shades of white
.V.W.W.V.V.W.V.V.V.V
Spectator
Only 4c a word
Payable in advance

,
W.'.W.'/bWW.'.V.W.V.1

Santa andhis

beauties sought
for '60 court

Siberian Saltet
to entertain

Jazz Society

A motion specifying that
The S.U. Jazz Society will prospective freshmen senators
meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. in have a 2.5 g.p.a. from high
school was proposed and dethe Chieftain Lounge.
feated by the Student Senate
Mr. Robert Gilkeson, radio at their meeting Sunday night.
and television coordinator for
the SeattlePublic Library,will
THE SENATORS at this
conduct an informal discussion session, held in conjunction
on the ideas expressed by jazz. with their final parliamentary
law class, based their decision
on differing academic standards of high schools.
Vet's

i
I>Joi

for a most delightful time
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Delectably different cuisine for discriminating palateS^^"
gr
LIVEMUSICfor lunch and evenings, now featuringJERRY
GRAY, One of the finest pianists in the northwest GENE
SARGEANT, guitar, played with Woody Herman, Tommy'
Dorsey, and Benny Goodman.

Vjjst*^

CHRISTMAS PILGRIMAGE
to

B^|
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DR. CHARLES LaCUGNA,
instructor of the parliamentary law class, pointed out that
everything should be cleared
through the administration,
and that we should consult
higher authority before going
ahead with our plans. "This,"
he said, "is an important lesson in life."
A motion was proposed to
amend Student Senate Bill
Number 3 by substituting a
graduated income tax, reading
as follows:
Per cent
of Tax
Net Profit
$10.00 $25.00
a. 5%
b. 7i/.% $25.01- 50.00
$50.01-100.00
c. 10%
$100.01- over
d. 15%

-

draw up the investigation report with the assistance of

Doctor LaCugna, and make
their report to the Senate on
Nov. 8. The motioncarried ;thn
chair appointed Senators Bob
Anderson, Tom Kearns and
Jerry Dinndorf to the committee.

AT THE SUNDAY meeting
the chair appointed Senator
Mike Ritch sergeant-at-arms
and Senator Bob Anderson
parliamentarian for the group.
A special meeting of the
Student Senate was held Tuesday, Nov. 3 in the Conference
Room.
AT THIS MEETING the
group voted to set the Judicial
Board quorum at seven voting
members, to transact business.
Four new members were also
appointed to this board. They
were: Bob Barry, senior, and
Gary Haggard, Pete Olwell,
and Ed Barr, sophomores.
The final order of business
at this week's Senate session
was the appointing of Ronald
Gallucci as student counsel.
THE NEXT SENATE meeting is scheduled for Nov. 8,
7 p.m., in the Conference Room.

5 POINT CLEANERS
Right Across the Campus
For Many Years Dependable Service to S. U.
Special Discount to Faculty and Students
A COMPLETE MODERN PLANT

1000 E. Madison

MEXICO
" Shrine of Guaddupe

VISIT

been cleared through the Ad-

ministration.

THIS PLAN was to be substituted for the present 15%
ASSU tax on all net profit and
further to define activity as
any fund-raising function, other than dues, sponsored by an
ASSU-chartered organization.
Senator BobAnderson moved
to have the chair appoint three
senators to investigate the proposed tax reduction motion,

2
GAILERIADOOR featuring the finest

*■"* :■'■::

student leaders
told by busy
homecoming committee

Senators Defeat Motion to Set
Freshman Members' Grade Minimum

Meetings

The Vet's Club will meet
The names of Bob Anderson,
Zimsen, and Burke HarDan
Thursday at 12:10 p.m. The
meeting will be in Pigott rell, submitted for Senate approval to the Conduct and
Building, room 305, according Welfare Board by ASSU presito Bob Anderson, club spokes- dent Sam Brown, were tabled
because the names had not
man.

n

Need for more

"Rugged look"

* Taxco
* Acapulco

EA 4-4112
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other points of interest

Return Dec. 30
Leave Dec. 19
Conducted by Fr. Louis Sauvain, S.J.
Student Chaplain S.U.
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All-inclusive Price from Seattle
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GO NOW PAY LATER

10% DOWN

Mary North Travel Service
WE 5-7900

3701 W. Alaska St.

PETE'S POOP-DECK
LIVE JAZZ NIGHTLY

77 MAIN ST.
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Sisters' Bazaar Reflects
Two Years' Preparation

November 6, 1959

Suspension Mentioned:

Two years of planning and preparation have laid
the way for a bazaar to be conducted by the Sisters of
Providence, Nov. 8 through 14.
THE BAZAAR will be open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
at the Providence School of Nursing, 17th and EastCherry. The proceeds will go toward financing Providence
Heights, the proposed $4 million College of Sister formation campus. The site is near Pine Lake, above Lake
Sammamish.
The architect's plan, including a novititate, juniorate and provincial administration for the Sisters of Providence, has been on display on the first floor of the Liberal Arts Building.
THE SISTERS STATE
will be a wide variety
— there
everything from Christmas
of merchandise on sale
decorations to candy, stuffed animals to rosaries, aprons
to stoles.
A 1960 Simca will also be raffled by the Sisters at
the bazaar. Second prize is a silver service set and third
prize a lace tablecloth.

Fr. Rebhahn Releases Retreat Rules
Rules regarding attendance at the student

Since the retreat is an integral part of the
academic year, Father said, those who absent
themselves will be subject to action by the Student Conduct and Welfare Committee which
could result in suspension. Those who arrive
late for the retreat sessions will be counted as
absent.

retreat were released this week by Fr. Robert
Rebhahn, S.J., dean of students. The retreat is
Nov. 16 to 18.

ALL STUDENTS in the day school carrying ten or more hours must make this retreat,
Fr. Rebhahn said. However, the following are
excused: graduate students, special students
and cadet teachers excused by the education

SENIOR AND JUNIOR men will meet at
St. Joseph's Church, freshmen and sophomores
at Immaculate Conception Church.
All women students will have their sessions
at St. JamesCathedral.

department.

Also excused are those who have made a
closed retreat since the school retreat in 1958.
Proof of such a retreat must be filed with the
deanof women.

NON-CATHOLICS will meet in Pigott Auditorium.
Allsessions will begin at 9 a.m.

THOSE WHO PLAN on making a closed

retreat after this year's school retreat are encouraged to do so, Fr. Rebhahn said. However,
this will not constitute an exemption from the
1959 school retreat, although it will cause an
exemption from the 1960 retreat. A record of
this closed retreat must also be filed with one

FR. WILLIAM GILL, S.J., who is organizing a closed retreat for men at LoyolaRetreat
House in Portland, said that some places are
still open. Father Gill said this closed retreat
will begin Nov. 16 at 7:30 p.m. and will end
with dinner Nov.18.

of the deans' offices.

Fr. Costello Chosen
For National Post

Three S.U. Students
To Attend Confab

Fr. Frank B. Costello, S.J.,
assistant professor of political
science, is one of three new
vice presidents elected by the
Catholic Association for International Peace.
He was chosen at the
group's recent convention in
Washington, D.C., which he
was unable to attend.
FR. COSTELLO pointed out
that the purpose of the association is to further the peace
of Christ in the Kingdom of
Christ toy preparing and
spreading studies which apply
Christian teaching to international life.
Other newly elected national officers include Dr. Charles
Herzfeld, U.S. Bureau of
Standards, president; Mrs.
Robert Giroux, Greenwich,
Conn., and Robert Hoyt, editor
of the Kansas City-St. Joseph
Register, vice presidents.

The S.U. Chapter of the
American Institute of Chemical Engineers will send Robert
Wentz, George Zimmerman
and Wally Urbick to the AICHE National Convention, according to Edward W. Kimbark, Dean of the School of
Engineering.
The Proctor and Gamble
Manufacturing Company offered S.U. an award of $150 to
help defray the students' expenses to the convention in
San Francisco, Dec. 6 to 9

Do YbuThinkibrYburself?
(TEST YOUR WITS ON THESE QUESTIONS*)

.

CLASSIFIED
FURNISHED apts. and rooms,
utilities, cooking facilities. $25$55. 1612 East Madison, EA
4-1285, MA 2-2663.

The statement "Experienceis the best teacher"
is (A) the faculty's confession of failure; (B) a
dogmatic wayof saying youcan learn bydoing;
(C) an excuse for tryinganything once.
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A starton your financial planning
may be just the tonic you need
right now; it's never too early to
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Life Insurance is the only Investment which gives you a combination of protection and savings;
it's the ideal way to start a
complete financial program.
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Your campus representative will
be glad to discuss with you a

premiums!

MIKE BUCKLEY
1110 E. Spring EA 3-4968

SPRING SEMESTER 1960

session.

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company
of Philadelphia

SV2 MONTHS IN EUROPE $1395
Price covers round trip ocean travel,
room, board, tuition and study tours.
SAIIING: Maasdam, Feb. 4, New York
APPLICATIONDEADLINE: Dec. 10, 1959
For further information, wrife fo;

INSTITUTE OF
EUROPEAN STUDIES

35 E. Wocker

Chicago 1

SEND THIS COUPON FOR lES BULLETIN
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It's a wise smoker who depends on his
own judgment, not opinions of others, in
his choice of cigarettes Thatis why men
and women who think for themselves
usually smoke Viceroy.
They
know only
w
m
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best? (c) whatthemakers
say about their product?
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"Where's the movie play-

Do you base your choice

Institute of European Studies arranges English taught courses
through the University of Vienna. Em*
phasis on learning German. Students

live with Austrian Families/ take
meals at the lES student center.
Three Study Tours through 8 countries when the University is not in

Vicer°y has a thinking man's filter

thebest filter of its kind ever developed
the filter that changed America's
coking habits. And only Viceroy has a
him for the comPliment? smoking man's taste.
A
B
C
*// you checked (B) on three out of four
these questions, you're a high-test charof
If you saw a dinosaur acter—you think lor yourself!
roaming around the cam, m
pus> wou ( y° u say> (^
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variety of plans which may be
tailored to your individual present
and future needs. See him now,
when you can profit by lower

If someone called you a
beatnik, would you (A)
insult him right back? (B)
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proof

The ManWho Thinks for Himself Knows -

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER...A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE I
01959,Brown& WilliamsonTobacco Corp.

